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Saskatchewan Alternative Initiatives (SAI) is a non-profit, community-

based organization offering vocational, recreational, volunteer and 

home support choices and opportunities for people with intellectual 

disabilities. 

 

We work in partnership with people with disabilities as well as their 

friends, families and community to coordinate personalized lifestyle 

options for individuals through home, daytime and/or employment 

supports based on their own desires and values.  

  

We believe that every person in our community shares the same 

rights and privileges as their neighbours to live a life of dignity and 

respect, and to be recognized as a participating citizen of their 

community. That’s why we are committed to designing personalized 

supports suited to the individual needs, dreams and desires of people 

with intellectual disabilities.  

 

We spend a lot of one-on-one time with people to really get to 

know their interests and abilities. From there, we develop 

Who is SAI? 
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individualized opportunities for each person within his or her 

community. Vocational/daytime supports utilize local services and 

business to maximize options and ensure that the appropriate safety 

nets are in place. Home supports reflect each person’s personal 

lifestyle preference, community norms and equality of citizenship. 

   

Learning to make choices is an important aspect of a person’s life, as 

is learning responsibility for those choices. Those supported by SAI 

access and utilize the same local options as any other citizen of our 

community.  
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It all started with parents’ dreams. 

 

Back in 1995, a group of parents gathered in Saskatoon to discuss the care and 

life they wish for their adult children with intellectual disabilities who had been 

unsuccessful in finding supports that met their needs. The dream: to develop an 

organization where the people supported could play a major role in their own 

life decisions, living in their own homes with the freedom to make choices for 

themselves and finding a meaningful place within their communities.  

 

A pilot project began, providing support to one individual through a 

temporary contract with the Community Living Division of the Saskatchewan 

Ministry of Social Services. We didn’t know it then, but this would soon 

become the SAI vocational/daytime supports program. 

 

In 1996, SAI was contracted to support 4 additional individuals. By the 

following year, SAI was an official non-profit, charitable organization offering 

vocational, daytime and home supports designed with the individuals’ values 

and desires in mind.  

 

Over the past 15 years, the success of SAI’s unique approach to support for 

individuals who’d previously struggled to find their place in community and 

society has continued to gain momentum. What began with one supported 

How did we get where we are today? 
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individual has grown into an organization employing over 120 people 

supporting over 50 individuals in vocational programs and homes across 

Saskatoon. SAI has helped to develop similar organizations in the province 

(Moose Jaw Families for Change, Creative Options Regina), and continues to 

receive requests for expansion of services to individuals whose support needs 

are currently unmet in our province.  

 

SAI values community, companionship and interdependence – with those we 

serve and with our team mates. This has resulted in lower employee turnover 

rates than the provincial sector average. In 2012, length of service for those in 

senior leadership averaged at 11.5 years.  

In addition, SAI's provincial and international profile is growing due to a 

continued leadership role with Gentle Teaching International. 

 

As large institutions prepare to close in Western Canada and the need for 

community-based support continues to grow, SAI remains committed to its 

founding values that centre on the dignity and human value of all individuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A gentle future awaits. 
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The following piece prompts us to question our perceptions of disability, 

professionalism and support: 

 

Do not see my disability as the problem. Recognize that my disability is an 

attribute. 

Do not see my disability as a deficit. It is you who see me as deviant and 

helpless. 

Do not try to fix me, because I am not broken. Support me. I can make my 

contribution to the community in my own way. 

Do not see me as your client. I am your fellow citizen. See me as your 

neighbour. Remember, none of us can be self-sufficient. 

Do not try to modify my behaviour. Be still and listen. What you define as 

inappropriate may be my attempt to communicate with you in the only 

way I can. 

Do not try to change me, you have no right. Help me learn what I want to 

know. 

Do not hide your uncertainty behind “professional” distances. Be a person who 

listens and does not take my struggle away from me by trying to make it 

all better. 

Do not use theories and strategies on me. Be with me. And when we struggle 

with each other, let that give rise to self-reflection. 

Credo for support  
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Do not try to control me. I have a right to power as a person. What you call 

non-compliance or manipulation may actually be the only way I can 

exert some control over my life. 

Do not teach me to be obedient, submissive, and polite.  I need to feel entitled 

to say “No” if I am to protect myself. 

Do not be charitable towards me. Be my ally against those who exploit me for 

their own gratification.  

Do not try to be my friend, I deserve more than that. Get to know me. We 

may become friends. 

Do not help me, even if it does make you feel good. Ask me if I need your 

help. Let me show you how you can best assist me. 

Do not admire me. A desire to live a full life does not warrant adoration. 

Respect me, for respect presumes equity. 

Do not tell, correct, and lead. Listen, Support, and Follow. 

Do not work on me. Work with me. 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from Credo for Support by Norman Kunc & Emma Van der Klift 

 1995 Axis Consultation & Training Ltd. 
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SAI offers services to people with intellectual disabilities in a unique way that 

celebrates the value of each individual.  

 

At SAI, we embrace a language where subtle word choices represent a deep 

philosophy of valuing those we support, as well as our colleagues:  

Instead of running group homes,  

SAI supports individuals in their own homes. 

Instead of placing clients into programs,   

SAI helps individuals live according to their own values, discover 

their talents and interests, and reach their personal, individual 

goals.  

Instead of SAI employees working shifts. 

SAI team members provide support hours. 

 

At SAI, we seek to ensure that: The individuals we support feel safe with us 

and loved by us, so that they are free to be loving and meaningfully 

engaged with us and others. 

We also commit to each other: That our team members will feel equipped 

and valued, so that we are be free to be active, participative members who 

take initiative. 

We admit it. We’re different.   
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Employees:  

We believe that the success of the individuals we serve has much to do with 

the quality of the relationships we help develop.   

 

It’s the same with our team mates. We are passionate about working from the 

heart and creating a culture of peace, both for those we serve, and in our own 

workplace.  

 

What we do here isn’t just a job; we think of our team as family, and our 

career as a way of life.  

 

If you are love a challenge, understand the intrinsic human value of all people, 

and are looking for an opportunity change lives – of those you support, and 

your own – we’d love to hear from you. 

 

Employers:  

We are looking for organizations committed to social responsibility and who 

are interested in outside-the-box thinking regarding their employment needs. 

Our vocational program partners individuals with their support person to 

maintain gainful, semi-independent employment in the community, matching 

the individual’s skills, abilities and interests with employer’s needs.   

 

If your company has hard-to-fill positions, constant turnover or believes in the 

value of community inclusion, let’s talk.   

 

 

 

Care to join us?    
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“The central care giving 
intention of Gentle 

Teaching is to focus on a 
mutual change process 

leading to companionship 
and community.” 

- McGee 
 

 

Gentle Teaching is based on a psychology of human interdependence. It asks 

caregivers to look at themselves and their spirit of gentleness to find ways to 

express warmth and unconditional love toward those who are the most 

disenfranchised from family and community life.  

 

Gentle Teaching views the caregivers’ role as critical and requires a deep 

commitment to personal and social change. 

It starts with ourselves, our warmth toward 

others, our willingness to give without any 

expectation of receiving anything in return, 

and our intense desire to form feelings of 

companionship and community with those 

who are the most pushed to the very edge 

of society.   

 

Gentle Teaching focuses on four essential feelings that need to be taught to 

those who are served:   

 

Safe, loved, loving, and engaged. 

 

Caregivers not only need to ensure that those whom they serve are safe, but 

more importantly, feel safe and loved.  

Gentle Teaching 
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Gentle Teaching is about unconditional love. It recognizes that many people 

are burdened with memories of distrust and fear 

and that their hearts are broken. It focuses on 

teaching them a sense of companionship. Through 

this process, violent behaviors begin to disappear 

and new ones begin to emerge. We need to reach 

out to others with kindness, to feel for the need 

of others, and to share a spirit of gentleness. 

 

Gentle Teaching and a psychology of interdependence are used to help 

marginalized children and adults around the world. Their key focus is on those 

who are on the very edge of family and community life. 
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Gentle Teachers are committed to setting an example of non-violence and 

implementing the precepts of Gentle Teaching in their interactions with those 

served. Gentle Teachers teach alienated others to feel: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safe         Loved 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Loving          Engaged    

 

Gentle Teachers  
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Gentleness goes for the heart, not the head. We teach people to feel safe, 

loved, loving, and engaged. These lessons are taught by example and the 

intense ongoing expression of unconditional love by caregivers who also feel 

safe, loved, loving, and engaged. 

 

Safe means... feeling comfortable and at peace. It is the absence of fear. A 

person who feels safe is relaxed, not worrying that someone is going to grab or 

make demands or talk about mistakes. Caregivers know a person feels safe 

when they are greeted with a smile, when the person is content to be together, 

not flinching or pacing from room to room. A person who can count on being 

safe begins to develop a sense of self-

worth, to think and feel, “I am good 

because my caregivers say I am good.” 

 

Loved means... feeling sure that there 

are people that only want what is best 

for you and who will never hurt you. 

Being loved means that someone will 

watch over you, think about what you need and do things to make you 

happy. When people feel loved, they learn that they are somebody. They 

learn that life can be good and hopeful. This feeling is a gift from caregivers 

who give unconditional love. 

Four pillars of Gentle Teaching 
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Loving means... wanting to do good things for others, to bring them joy and 

happiness. A loving person feels warm towards others and wants them to feel 

safe and comfortable. A loving person learns to use eyes, words and hands to 

show love. Caregivers accept and welcome signs of love, a smile, a twinkle in 

the eye, a helping hand.  

 

Engagement means... preferring to be with 

others, looking for activities to share with loved 

ones, being an active participant in one’s own 

life. Engagement is the opposite of loneliness. 

 

Caregivers help and encourage people to engage; they provide time, places, 

and activities to be together. Engagement teaches the person it is good to be 

with the caregiver, to do things together, and to do things for others. 
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Does the person prefer to be alone? Does the 

person leave the room when certain people 

enter the room? Does the person seek out 

certain caregivers or peers? 

Does the person hit him or herself or others? If so, 

when? Does the person flinch from touch? Does 

the person use formal or informal sign language? 

Does the person know how to touch gently? 

Caregivers learn to “hear” these kinds of messages 

and find ways to make sure that their physical 

contact is an expression of warmth and 

unconditional love. 

 

 

Caregivers use themselves as the tools to teach others to feel safe, loved, 

loving, and engaged – their own presence, words, hands, and eyes.  

 

Presence: The caregiver’s presence has to be a strong and on-going sign of 

unconditional love. Use it to bring a message of peace, non-violence, and total 

acceptance. Caregivers reflect on the meaning of their 

presence and find ways to make sure it signals 

feelings of safety and love. 

Hands: The caregiver’s hands need to send a message of peace and love. Use 

them softly and lightly to generate a feeling of being safe and loved.  

 

The Tools of Gentle Teaching 
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Does the person yell or scream? If so, 

when? When is the person silent? Does 

the person understand what certain 

words mean? Are there certain words 

that seem to frighten the person? 

Caregivers share these kinds of 

observations with each other and find 

ways to make their words and 

interactions express feelings of being 

safe and loved.  

Does the person look you in the eye? Does the 

person always look down? Are the person’s 

eyes always darting around, scanning the room? 

Does the person cover his or her eyes? If so, 

when? Caregivers prevent violence and evoke 

peace by ‘reading’ eyes. 

Words: The caregiver’s words have to uplift. Use them hushed and 

comfortingly to nurture and uplift broken spirits. 

 

 

Eyes: The caregiver’s eyes are like 

a loving embrace of the person. Use your eyes warmly and in a nurturing way, 

piercing into murky hearts and bringing healing, warmth, and consolation. 

 

These tools are also used to understand how a person is feeling and reacting. 

This is very important when caring for people who do not use words to 

communicate or those who have learned to protect themselves with 

threatening words or actions.  
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 Your greatest gift to the troubled person is your time and attention  

 Enter the space where the person is at, not where you want the person 

to be  

 Enter with humility and knowledge: 

 The humility to see yourself in marginalized others  

 The knowledge you need to teach the person to feel safe with you 

and loved by you 

 Avoid the provocation of any form of violence or any feeling of violence 

 Enter with faith and a burning hope that goodness begets goodness 

 Synchronize your movements to those of the person 

 Be relaxed and with no fear 

 Be calming and slow down 

 Be supportive, compassionate and generous  

 Express unconditional love 

Your presence as a tool  
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“You are so very 

good.” 
 

“Do not worry.” 
 

“Let’s just rest.” 

 

“I see you are sad. This 

is difficult. Life is 

hard… Shhhh.” 

“I will not make you 

do anything,” 

 

 

 

Be a good and sensitive 

story -teller. 

Understand that 

dialogue may be hard 

in the beginning and 

even one-sided. 

Think about your 

rhythm, tone, and 

warmth. If you ask a 

question, give the 

answer to avoid 

humiliating the person. 

 

When it comes to communication, the spoken problem is rarely the underlying 

problem. The challenges we most often deal with are of the heart, not the 

head. Search for the unspoken undercurrents - fear, self-hatred, 

meaninglessness, lack of self-esteem, ugly memories of abuse and neglect. 

 

Be in the moment - not a moment before, nor a moment after. Your words 

have to revolve around the person feeling safe and loved with you at this 

moment. 

 

Your words as tools: 
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Use words to express warmth, tenderness and 

unconditional love. Use them slowly and softly. 

Speak of good things that honor and uplift the 

person. Keep the dialogue in the here-and-now 

and only about goodness. 

 

Acknowledge the person’s worries and 

frustrations, then move on to talk about joyful 

things. Express warmth and love. Recognize the spoken problem without 

making it the center of the conversation. 

 

 

 Eyes are the window to the soul and can be used as tender hands with 

those who are fearful of touch 

 Do not worry about the person’s fleeting 

glances  

 Imagine that your eyes are hands and arms 

and thus, reach out to the person 

 Move your gaze into the person’s eyes without scaring the person  

 Recognize that the person might see your eyes as fists. So, go slowly and 

softly as if tenderly touching the person’s soul 

 

Your eyes as tools 
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 Your gaze should be 

 Soft 

 Slow 

 Loving 

 Warm 

When there seems to be fear or its possibility, gaze off to the side or slightly 

downward to avoid scaring the person. 

 

 

 Touch is a concrete sign of love and a concrete way to teach abstractions 

 Use your good judgment to understand when you should avoid touch 

due to the person’s life-story, culture, or religious beliefs 

 When you use touch, do so 

 Softly 

 Slowly 

 

 Predictably 

 Ready to back off at any 

moment 

 As you touch, explain its meaning “This means we are good... We are 

friends...” 

 If appropriate, use an embrace as a symbol and ritual of companionship 

and community in all daily comings and goings. If an embrace is not 

appropriate for your relationship or circumstances, find your own ritual 

with the person that is. 

Your hands as tools 
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 Describe touch as a sign of 

friendship and deep caring.  

 You are dealing with fear. If 

you decide that touch would be 

good, touch the person as if 

you were touching the wings of 

an angel - with the utmost softness, almost not touching, quietly, 

carefully, and slowly without provoking any rejection.  

 If you decide that it is best not to use touch, use your other tools as if 

they were tender hands - words, eyes, and presence.  
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Everyone hungers for the feeling of being at home. This connectedness is basic 

to the human condition and is the foundation for all learning.  

 

Caregivers need to teach several lessons.  

 The troubled person feels loved by us  

 Being with us and in contact with us is good  

 Doing things with us is good  

 

A hallmark of a spirit of gentleness is that it goes for 

each person’s heart. It does not make any difference 

what a person knows if the individual does not feel 

safe and loved. 

 

If caregivers focus on a strong and deep feeling of 

companionship with those who are troubled, most 

violence can and will be prevented.  

 

A key tip is to give in to what the person wants so there is time and space to 

teach a feeling of being safe and loved.  

 

 

Feeling safe and loved 
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Safe. We must create new memories in the here-and-now between 

ourselves and the person. We have to enter into a process, at this very 

moment, to create a new memory that is completely personal between 

ourselves and the fearful other. We have to teach the person that our presence 

will not signal an attack, but a sense of 

warmth and acceptance. 

 

 These words will not put you 

down; they will praise you.  

 These eyes will not look with 

disdain, but with tenderness and 

reassurance.  

 These hands will not hurt you in any way; they will be a concrete 

expression of your goodness.  

 

As caregivers we have to enter into the person’s fear-filled space by inserting 

expressions of love as you join him or her in that fear-filled space.  

 

Watch for tiny moments when you can enter into the space.  

 

 

Teaching someone to feel safe 
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Make the pattern of your presence, words, looks, and touches (any one or mix 

of these) one notch above invisible.  

 

 Be calming  

 Slow down  

 Decrease any sense of demand  

 Assure and reassure  

 Prevent violence by giving in, but also stay with the person in this ego-

centered space so that you can express unconditional love. 

 Remember that you are the person’s external regulator while trust is 

forming. 

The best way for caregivers to deal with violence is through prevention. Some 

helpful tips for prevention include:  

 Giving in while teaching the person companionship  

 Focusing on the individual learning to find loving meaning in the 

caregiver’s role  

 Making a list of things the person likes and does not like  

 Giving the person what he or she likes and avoiding dislikes  

Teaching people to feel safe during  

    times of violence 
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 Calming the environment down and introducing warmth and serenity  

 Changing the culture of the place from control to companionship  

 Developing and carrying out a plan to teach the person companionship 

 

As you approach the person, center yourself. Take a deep breath and relax. 

Reflect on your desire to simply be with the person without violence and in a 

spirit of gentleness. The driving force has to revolve around feeling safe and 

loved.  

 

It might seem odd, but all of our tools can equate with violence, even when 

used in the most loving way. It is as if the person feels that not just our hands 

are going to grab, but also our eyes and words. The troubled individual has 

strong memories of fear and dehumanization and is certain that our eyes are 

like daggers and our words like sharp razor blades. Your role is to first be 

attuned to these feelings and then begin to teach a new meaning, “When you 

are with me, you are safe.” 
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“All is well. I will 

protect you and 

care for you.” 

 
“When you 

see me, know 

that your are 

good.” 

 

“I will always 

accept you and 

treasure you.” 

 

 

Loved means feeling honored, respected, tolerated, understood, forgiven, 

protected and desired. It arises from repeated acts of love. Your sole intention 

is to teach the person to feel safe and loved. To feel loved is to feel:  

 Worthy   Dignified   Good   Esteemed

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When dealing with behaviours, go for the center. Mend the 

heart. All else will follow. 

Teaching someone to feel loved 
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Loving others is what we want for the people we support. They can only 

get to that point after they feel safe and loved themselves. They will need our 

help to learn how to be loving, especially if their disabilities or life stories make 

it more difficult to reach out to others.  

 

Elicit, in a natural manner, small acts of 

recognition, warmth, kindness, and 

affection. Loving gestures fitting to the 

culture; a bow, an embrace, a smile, a 

wink, a kiss on the cheek are all signs of 

loving others.  

 

A person is beginning to feel loving 

towards others when he or she:  

 Warmly recognizes the 

presence of others  

 Moves lovingly towards 

others  

 Reaches out to others  

 Has a sparkle in the eye upon 

seeing a loved one  

 Shares and takes turns  

 Works and plays together 

 

Teaching someone to be loving 
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Engagement is where we wind up, not where we start. You should try 

for as active a degree of participation as 

a person can achieve. You do not want 

compliance, or for people to do things 

out of fear. You want the person to do 

what you ask because he or she trusts 

you. The extent of participation is 

determined by a person’s innate abilities 

as well as his or her sense of 

companionship and community. For 

one person, engagement might be 

moving a finger intentionally; for 

another it might mean finding a cure 

for Alzheimer’s disease.  

 

The cardinal rules related to engagement with a troubled person are:  

 Avoid provoking violence by giving in and staying calming  

 Concentrate on evoking peace through your focus on nurturing  

Teaching someone to be engaged 
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 Re-center your expectations and increase your hope  

 Do not worry about changing the person, just be satisfied to be with the 

person 

 Have very simple expectations - being with or just near the person, 

talking softly, perhaps lightly touching, and staying with the person 

 Approach the person slowly, quietly and warmly 

 Stay as close to the person as possible without provoking violence  

 If the person is extremely scared, slow down and quiet down even more 

 If the person moves away, screams, or shows any other signs of rejection, 

say nothing except something like, “Shhhhh; I am not going to hurt you 

or make you do anything.”  

 When the moment seems 

opportune, say a loving word or 

two, reach your hand toward the 

person, and, if possible, touch 

him or her 

 Stay with or near the person for 

as long as possible 

 If you are not sure of what to do or you sense the evocation of any form 

of violence, back off, and just be near the person. 
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Engagement moves from self-centeredness to other centeredness.  

 Assume responsibility for teaching the person that it is good to be with 

you.  

 Remember, just your 

presence might signal fear.  

 Give no hint of any demand. 

Avoid talking about doing 

anything. Just focus on being 

together, almost invisibly.  

 Quietly, almost hiddenly, start doing something. But let the person know 

that you will not make him/her do anything.  

 Draw the person into the activity but without provoking even a hint of 

violence or discomfort.  

 Be prepared to do the whole task.  

 Avoid any focus on compliance or obedience.  

 Follow the person’s lead 

and then slowly have the 

person follow your lead.  

 Switch back and forth 

until the person is doing more 

on his/her own initiative and 

doing it out of trust.  
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 Support and participate in as supportive a way as needed – allow zero 

frustration.  

 Remind the person in a subtle way, “I am not going to hurt you; I will 

not put any demands on you; just accept my presence.” Assume 

responsibility for teaching the person that it is good to be with you. 

 

 

 Touch will be misinterpreted.  

 Gentle Teaching lets the person do “whatever.”  

 All this kindness will just spoil the person and let him or her get away 

with bad behavior.  

 

Some people have misconceptions about what Gentle Teaching is. It is not the 

traditional behavioral approach used in many industrialized countries.  

 

Gentle Teachers do not wait for vulnerable children or adults to do 

something good to reward them. Gentle Teaching recognizes human suffering, 

aloneness, choicelessness and oppression. It asks caregivers to give marginalized 

people unconditional love.  

 

Misconceptions about Gentle Teaching 
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Gentle Teachers 
are DISCIPLINED, 
not DISCIPLINING. 

Gentle Teaching is very disciplined; it is not disciplining. Caregivers prevent 

harm, moderate, regulate and teach new feelings.  

 

Caregivers set limits without making the person feel controlled.  

Many people, especially those trained in strict behavior modification 

techniques, say that Gentle Teachers “spoil” people or let them do or have 

whatever they want. Our answer to them is yes, we do spoil people and let 

them do what they want - if it prevents violence and provides time for us to 

be engaged. The important thing to understand is that we are doing this 

purposefully, not out of laziness or fear of confrontation. It is part of an 

overall plan to make the person feel safe and loved.  

 

Most “programs” for people with 

challenging behavior require work and 

change from the person. If they reduce 

unwanted behavior they are rewarded 

with things they enjoy. They have to 

earn simple pleasures like snacks or 

favorite TV shows. They are reminded constantly, sometimes with harsh words 

or gestures, to stop the behavior. This approach is disciplining. It trains 

caregivers to be disciplinarians.  

 

Gentle Teachers are disciplined - they do the hard work that will result in the 

person feeling safe, loved, loving, and engaged that will incidentally reduce or 

eliminate undesirable behavior.  
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Gentle Teachers change their own behavior, environments, and schedules 

and are constantly vigilant for signs of stress or situations that may evoke 

violence.  

 

Following is an example.  

 

Situation: Tom needs to lose weight and he lives with Bill who needs to 

gain weight. Their caregivers say that Gentle Teaching “giving him what he 

wants” will be dangerous and unhealthy for Tom. They think it is their job to 

limit his calories, and this often leads to outbursts.  

 

Gentle Answer: The caregivers have to be disciplined. The situation 

is their problem, not Tom’s. They need to get help from a dietician or do the 

research themselves to create nutritious menus that meet Tom’s and Bill’s 

needs, and then shop only from the menus. Even though Bill needs to gain 

weight he should be gaining it from healthy food. If junk food is not in the 

house, Tom will not eat it, he will eat fruit or raw vegetables. If he has an 

occasional unhealthy snack at school or outside the home, that is normal. This 

is not easy. Caregivers must be disciplined enough to follow the menus and not 

bring their own snacks into the home. The caregivers change, not Tom, and 

behavior incidents caused by “no more cookies” are eliminated. 
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Gentle Teachers learn to: 

 Focus on inner healing rather than behavioral change 

 Focus on the total acceptance of each person 

 Help people feel safe and loved 

 Help people learn to reach out lovingly, 

respectfully and in a dignified manner toward 

others 

 Help others become as active a participant as 

possible in their own lives 

 Enter into a person’s space without the provocation of fear and with the 

evocation of a sense of peace 

 Avoid expectations of compliance or blind obedience 

 Prevent physical, developmental and emotional harm. Assure active 

participation  

 Avoid anti-peaceful attitudes and practices 

 

  

Safe, Loved, Loving, Engaged. 
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“He is being 

manipulative!” 

Avoid 

expectations of 

compliance or 

blind obedience. 

“She just 

wants 

attention!” 

A spirit of gentleness is aimed at the heart, not the head. Caregivers have to 

feel deeply about the emotional life of the people whom they serve. It is 

important to avoid negative habits and thoughts such as: 

 Yelling 

 Bossing around 

 Grabbing 

 Rushing people 

 Focusing on compliance 

 Making fun of or ridiculing 

expressions of love as age 

inappropriate 

 Use of caregivers as guards 

 

  

“She 

knows 

better!” 
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You must determine your own safe zone - the physical and emotional space 

that produces calm or, at least, avoids any escalation of any form of fear or 

violence. You must feel safe before the individual can feel safe. Sometimes your 

mere presence can provoke fear. So, go slowly and avoid any hint of demand. 

This process might involve any or all of the following: 

 Stepping back for a 

moment 

 Decreasing any sense of 

demand 

 Moving out of sight 

 Averting one’s gaze 

 Hushing gently 

 

It may take a moment to discover that you are in this safe zone. Once you are 

there, you must then find a way, when possible, to re-engage. This is often an 

ebb and flow process of feeling safe, then feeling scared, both on your part 

and that of the fearful person. The ebb and flow might include moving 

momentarily into the person’s presence and then disappearing. Our very 

presence, our hands, words, and eyes can be like sledgehammers. The key issue 

is to make sure the person feels no demand. We have to remember that even 

our presence can feel like a horrible demand. 

 

Your safe zone 
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Many life situations and disabilities, such as abuse, poverty, trauma, 

schizophrenia, bi-polar disorders, personality disorders and autism make it hard 

for people to feel safe and loved.  

 

Caregivers teach that it is good to do things with, and even for, others.  

 

Caregivers help to create new moral memories, a memory beneath a memory, 

a new memory of what life is all about - companionship and community, 

feeling safe and loved, loving others, and becoming as active a participant in 

life as possible. The new, joyful memories help troubled people to deal with 

the old, frightening memories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New memories 
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When I am with 

you, I feel safe and 

loved. 

It is good to be 

with you. 

It is good to do 

things with you. 

It is good to do 

things for you. 

Learning new memories requires tolerance, patience and compassion. 

Caregivers need to provide: 

 

 Sufficient time and space to nurture the new memory 

 Stable and consistent caregiving 

 Repeated messages of care communicated through presence, hands, 

eyes and words. 
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GGoo  ffoorr  tthhee  cceennttrree..  

  

MMeenndd  tthhee  HHeeaarrtt..  

  

AAllll  eellssee  wwiillll  ffoollllooww..  
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The self can only be found in the other. For the suffering person, we are 

nameless, anonymous at best, just another in a long line of people who want 

power and control, lacking trust.  

 

Self-esteem starts with our naming ourselves and others. We have to name 

ourselves and teach the person who we are - good, kind, warm and loving - all 

signs of being safe and loved. We are not fearsome, terrifying, manipulative, or 

controlling.  

 

We become people whom the person can trust 

and want to be with. They must feel that we will 

protect, accept and understand. Naming is the 

start of a trusting relationship. Use the person’s 

name often and repeat your name as often as 

possible. “I am John, I am your friend. You are 

such a good man, Joe. John and Joe are friends.”  

 

As long as it is not harmful, caregivers should give 

the person what he or she wants (coffee, cookies, 

coca-cola, and cake) and other things the person 

might like. This gives us the peace and time to teach the person what he or she 

needs to feel safe and loved.  

 

Naming ourselves and others 
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Take as long as possible to make a pot of coffee together, pass a tray of 

cookies back and forth, all the while using your name and the person’s name 

as you talk about good and uplifting memories.  

 

 

Over the course of a year, caregivers should schedule Kitchen Table Talks to 

discuss ways to deepen and expand a culture of gentleness. 

 

Topics might include: 

 Feeling safe 

 Care giving tools 

 Feeling engaged, loved and loving 

 Assessment of troubled people 

 Assessment of caregivers 

 Culture of life assessment of the home or day activities 

 Person-centered planning 

 The gifts of the person and the caregivers 

 Description of companionship needs 

 Where the person would like to be in a year’s time - the person’s 

dreams  

Kitchen table talks 
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 What the caregivers, relatives, friends, and the person will do to get 

there  

 Defining community and community-making as a purpose of 

caregiving 

 

 

 

Caregivers need to focus on the person’s feelings and things of the heart. The 

issue is to teach feelings of safe and loved, not to simply teach skills. 

 

Do Not 

 Go for the head instead of the heart  

 Focus on the wrongfulness of their ways  

 Take an attitude of knowing better  

 Take an attitude of reprimand 

 Make the person feel undeserving  

 Describe behavior as manipulation  

 

Compassion means that the caregiver is centered on protection, decreasing 

demands, hushing (not silencing) the person, and teaching the person that he 

or she is safe in this moment with the caregiver. 

 

Logic versus compassion 
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Caregivers should only worry about the moment, their encounter with the 

person in the here-and-now. 

 

 It is only the exact moment of your encounter that matters.  

 Your focus has to be on the person’s goodness and suffering.  

 You have to express hope and love, no matter what.  

 

This moment then floats into the next moment and creates a chain of 

moments, based on unconditional love, that then forms a new moral memory. 

 

 

A person’s self-respect comes from others around the person, a feeling of “I am 

good because you say that I am.”  

 

 Avoid any focus on the negative.  

 Take your time.  

 Find your way to express abundant and generous love.  

 Have courage, patience, and tolerance. 

 Avoid criticism and being judgmental.  

Be in the moment 

Lift the person up 
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 Do not try to change the 

person’s behaviour. Mend the 

heart. 

 Keep the focus on the person’s 

suffering and goodness.  

 Envelop yourself in a spirit of 

peace. Be soothing, nurturing 

and comforting.  

 Shower the person with unconditional love.  

 Teach and model non-violence and peace. 

 

 

Good Gentle Teachers become mentors. It is important to talk about your 

own attitudes about companionship and community with other caregivers.  

 

Explore feelings about the people you support and how you each use the 

caregiving tools. Some helpful questions are: 

 Do we see the person as our sister or brother? 

 Is our touch soft and loving? 

 Are our words comforting and uplifting? 

 Is our gaze warm? 

 Do we sense our authenticity? 

Gentle Teaching mentors 
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 Can we engage the person in a smooth flow of conversation and 

activity? 

 Is it possible to bring the person into engagement with others? 

 Do we elicit loving responses from the person? 

 

There are many Gentle Teachers and gentle mentors around the world who 

can answer your questions and who are eager to learn from your experiences. 

You can contact John McGee and other gentle mentors through the Gentle 

Teaching International website, www.gentleteaching.com.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Gentle Teaching International 

www.gentleteaching.com  

  

http://www.gentleteaching.com/
http://www.gentleteaching.com/
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A spirit of gentleness should begin at home and spread out to the community 

into schools, work places, social service agencies, places of worship, and 

beyond. Gentle Teaching is not for any particular group. All who support 

individuals who are marginalized are asked to deepen and broaden a spirit of 

gentleness.  

 

Gentleness knows no boundaries. It covers all cultures. It is expressed 

differently from one land to another, yet it is the same. It does not require 

money or unique resources. It only requires us. Our central tasks are to find 

ways that are authentic to each of us within our particular culture.  

 

When in doubt about what to do, ask yourself a simple question: 

 

 

 

What will help this person feel safe with me  

and loved by me? 

 

 

There is no black-and-white answer.  

The answer is in our hearts. 

  

Remember 
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Saskatchewan Alternative Initiatives (SAI) started our 

journey in developing a community of gentleness in 

1999 under the mentorship of Dr. John McGee and 

several other international mentors within the Gentle 

Teaching community. Our vision continues to focus on 

creating a community within SAI where everyone feels 

connected and at home.   

 

We sincerely appreciate the ongoing support from our 

fellow Gentle Teaching partners and mentors around 

the world as we continue to collectively listen, support 

and follow our dream of a world where there is hope, 

joy and belonging for marginalized people globally.  

 

SAI is truly blessed to be in a community that recognizes the need for 

compassion in serving the most marginalized. Thank you to our provincial 

partners, local businesses, community members and the Ministry of Social 

Services, Community Living Service Delivery for their continued support in 

allowing us to develop unique opportunities personalized to the people we 

serve. A special thank you to all the families, support personnel, board 

members and individuals of SAI for making our agency unique: A family! 

 

Tim Jones, 

Executive Director, 

Saskatchewan Alternative Initiatives 
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